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The Eighth Day 

New Year’s Day – 1 Christmas (A), 1/1/23 

First: Happy New Year! Second: Happy 8th Day of Christmas, when according to 

the famous, if not quite hymnic, song, my true love gave to me: eight maids a-

milking, seven swans a-swimming, six geese a-laying, five – but you know the rest. 

Did your true love give all that to you? If not, well, the day is still young. Perhaps 

once night falls they will have, or at least have done their best to do so. It might be 

easier than we think, btw. I, for one, was surprised to learn from a former student of 

mine this Christmas that a partridge in a pear tree can be a type of meal – ‘pear tree’ 

being how the fruit is arranged around the roasted bird, the preparation of which 

takes precisely 25 hours and 5 minutes. This, of course, means that one would’ve had 

to start one’s first day of Christmas gift in the wee hours of Christmas Eve, which is 

just about the time some of us [men – ed.] get around to getting our true love’s 

Christmas gifts anyway. But at least the partridge would’ve stayed in the pear tree it 

was put in, and not, as so often happens when people try to do this with live birds, 

it had flown away before you could say, or even find, the “Four Colly birds” to go 

with them. My student also told me that a partridge so roasted is delicious. Of course, 

they said the same thing about muskrat goulash, swearing up hill and down dale that 

the amount of paprika needed made it even more authentically Hungarian. I really 

must try it one of these days – roast partridge, that is – though this news does make 

me quail a bit for the future and condition of the six geese and what or where they’re 

a-laying, and in what sauce, if not lake, the seven swans are be a-swimming in, not 

to mention the Three French Hens and Two Turtle Doves, who in the carol are 

given nothing to do and nowhere to be, rather like supermarket turkeys that simply 

lie there, dead and froze.  
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The good news in all this, I suppose, is that if our true loves truly love us this 

Christmas, we sure as sugar will not go hungry. I hope that you did not; I hope and 

pray that no-one did, or do, though we know that far too many did and will, whether 

they be asylum seekers on the streets of El Paso (or dumped with Herod-like malice 

on the streets of Washington, DC), victims of Mr. Putin’s war against Ukraine, or 

those in need in our own neighborhoods and region. I trust that we will do what we 

can to alleviate their needs – and that in the year to come we will increase our efforts 

in this regard, proportionate to the increasing need. It’s New Year’s Day, after all, 

when many resolve to do other than they have done, or more of what they’ve done 

well, and it is well for us to do so in turn. Today’s gospel puts the matter in as sharp 

a light as it can: whatever you do for the least of these, for those most in need, Jesus 

said, you do for me – and whatever you don’t do for them, you don’t do for me. 

Don’t come whining to me when the bill comes due for all the good you didn’t do. 

I don’t know about you, but for me that particular bill comes due when I realize that 

I missed the chance to do something good, either by not noticing the opportunity 

until it was too late. Sometimes I lazily or selfishly letting the moment slip by, 

justifying myself by saying that it really all isn’t up to me, it’s not my fault that they 

who suffer do so, or my efforts that caused them to go without. I’ll give later, when 

I’m back at my desk or in the office, or come payday once I’ve paid the mortgage 

and the gas bill; why it is always up to me anyway? After all, I gave last year. Yet to 

look into the eyes of someone you could’ve helped but didn’t is to know shame, and 

to know that one never wants to feel that way again. That in itself is good news. 

Reversing Hamlet on a key point (see Hamlet III.1.84), shame before one’s failings 

means that conscience can un-make cowards of us all. To be aware of what we 

could’ve done gives us, or should give us, the strength (we call it grace) to do what 

we should do, if only to make the shame go away. If we’re going to keep on living 
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in this world, bearing the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, we might as well 

do a little good while we bear them.  

After all, our true love is doing lots of good, to go back to the carol with which we 

began this morning – lots of good to their beloved, that is, if not so much to the birds 

in hand. And we should note: they’re not cheap, these twelve days of gifts. To 

purchase one each of all – twelve drummers drumming, eleven pipers piping, right 

down to the roast-all-day partridge – PNC bank figures it’ll run you $45.5k.1 If you 

buy them as the song says –12 drummers once, 11 pipers twice, 10 drummers three 

times, and so on – the cost is a budget-busting $197k, though if you leave out the 

swans, it’s comes it  just north of $32k. Swans are by far the most expensive of the 

gifts, even more than much fine gold(en rings), and not just because they’re owned 

by the king of England. By contrast, this 8th day’s entry, to cover the cost of 4x2 

maids a-milking, would run you but $58, the Federal Minimum Wage having once 

again not gone up, and looking unlikely to do so any time soon. (File that under: 

‘Things that Might Cause Shame’.) Interest rates – well, it appears that they, like dust, 

still rise, so happy new year on that index as well. How goes the saying? “In capitalist 

Amerika, bank robs you?” It is to weep. 

8th days, I should note at this point, are special, and not just because the gifts turn 

human all of a sudden. Was it not on the 8th day that the Lord created, according to 

the top suggestions on my Google™ search bar: the farmer, seniors, paratroopers, 

Lynyrd Skynyrd, a dog, Marines, chips and salsa, and Iowa? (That’s the most 

American list ever, btw.) Indeed, and more – as our psalm in a way reminded us this 

morning, on the 8th day God created whatever it is that we most want and love that 

 
1 I swear I’m not making this up; source: https://www.pncchristmaspriceindex.com/#gifts.  
The roast partridge recipe, substituting lemon, garlic, and Glace di Viande for the pear tree, may be found at: 
https://hunttoeat.com/wild-food/recipes/roast-partridge/. Information elsewhere on “The Twelve Days of 
Christmas” and its variants is taken from: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Twelve_Days_of_Christmas_(song).  

https://www.pncchristmaspriceindex.com/#gifts
https://hunttoeat.com/wild-food/recipes/roast-partridge/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Twelve_Days_of_Christmas_(song)
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isn’t covered by being a bird of the air or a fish of the sea, the waters under or over 

the earth, light, human beings in God’s likeness and with honor crowned yet still a 

little lower than the angels, or that Leviathan Thou hast made for the sport of it. At 

some point, though Genesis does not say so, God must’ve made air, for God put it 

as breath into the first people so that they were made thereby alive. The word for 

that breath is the same as for God’s Spirit: ruah, the source and sign of life and by 

which all things were made, the evening and the morning, the first day. 

For everything there is a season, today’s magisterial reading from Ecclesiastes 3 tells 

us, and a time and place under heaven. Speaking again of new year’s resolutions, one 

could do worse than to resolve to take this thought and this book to heart in a new 

way this year, particularly the insights given here. A time to be born, and a time to 

die; a time to give, and a time to receive. A time to feel shame, and at time to end 

shaming; a time to feast, and a time to feed – others, that is. Whether we do so by 

sharing our abundance with those who lack it, or by sharing what little we have with 

those who have less, there comes a time when we really should, just as there comes 

a time when we have to take care of ourselves. Am I not living proof? Now is the 

time when I must take care of whatever’s wrong with my knees, so that may come 

again the time for walking the paths of the woods, or up and over the mountain trails. 

There may also come the time to accept that the time for all that has passed, which 

is another of the themes key to Ecclesiastes. The time we are given is not forever, so 

make the most of it while it lasts. Don’t get to your rocking chair / front porch stage 

full of regrets for all the joy you didn’t have, or all the good you didn’t do.  

Above all things, be kind. I love that saying, I think from Rabbi Abraham Herschel, 

that goes something like ‘When I was young, I admired smart people. Now that I’m 

old, I find most admire kind people.’ Maybe that’s what “The Twelve Days of 

Christmas” is really trying to remind us, in its over-the-top, no-one-would-ever-
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actually-do-that, half-this-stuff-you-can’t-actually-buy-anyway cumulative fashion. 

It’s not the same gifts everywhere, btw, particularly as the days get up there. Were 

my true love and I in the Faroe Islands today, s/he would’ve give me “eight prancing 

ponies”. If in Sweden, “eight gold-decked grey-foals,” and in in France, “huit vaches 

mordants,” eight biting cows – biting, no doubt, because they need some maids to 

come a-milking, bringing us full circle. 

Yet for all that, sometime, once a day for each of twelve days, one true love gives 

another a partridge in a pear tree, roosting or roasted, and that other is glad to receive 

it. In New Zealand / Aotearoa, a newer version of the song makes it a pukeko in a 

ponga tree – the ponga being the silver fern that symbolizes the nation, and the 

pukeko an egg-stealing swamp-hen the Māori would catch and eat but only if they 

had to – but the gist is the same: Love gives, and love receives. No matter where you 

are, there is always time and place for that. Amen. 
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